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Director’s View – Tim Sir!
Hong Kong people are experiencing the first ever massive and long-lasting social
conflict since June 2019. According to PCCN latest research in December 2019, 73%
people are affected psychologically by the social conflict environment. We estimated
over 5 million Hong Kong people affected by those social conflict incidents which
including the news and the broken relationship with others. The proportion is more
than a double compared with the Japan 311 massive disaster happened in Japan.
Recently, 38% of those affected persons are afraid to watch TV news and 37% of
them are choosing different method such as avoid watch TV news or talking with
others about it to avoid thinking of the incidents. 13% of them are spending most of
their time and effort on supporting the street social activities.

Volunteer’s View – Local Services

Since June 2019, PCCN organized over 100 volunteers to provide services through the
“Heart-Saving Hotline 51815501” annouced by a Press Conference held on 16 June
2019.(left) More than 400 persons who psychologically affected by the social incidents
who called or came to PCCN has been treated by this hotline and the direct counseling
services.
PCCN knows those seriously affected persons do not have any motivation to call the
hotline or even go out for dinning. Therefore, PCCN established volunteer visiting
teams called “Heart-Saving Outreaching Team” to visit the residential area in those
14 different conflicted districts in Hong Kong every Sunday afternoon including Sam
Shui Po, Prince Edward, Mongkok, Tsim Sha Tsui, Shatin, Tai Po, Wong Tai Sin, Yuen Long
etc. to provide psycho-assessment and counseling on-site services. 320 volunteer
head-counted registered for 53 weeks for 56+ residential buildings. A total number of
estimated 5600 households could be benefited. Organizing the outreaching team
induced expenses for administration which urgently needed about HKD200 thousands
to sustain the service.

Volunteer’s View - Oversea Emergency Relief Services
In 2019, PCCN focus continue on the massive earthquake struck city Palu of Indonesia
and super-typhoon struck city Iwaki in Fukushima Japan.
PCCN discovered that many survivors living in Palu longing for the psychological
treatment so we sent 4 teams to Palu helped over 500 survivors to be recovered. For
the long-term supports, PCCN trained 8 local interpreters became Trauma Psychoassessor for supporting on the on-going works. We urgently need financial support
for about HKD80,000 to establish a long-term psychological supporting team in Palu.

in 2020.
In Fukushima of Japan, a nonprofit organization called Global Mission Japan invited
PCCN to have co-operation for providing psychological services to those survivors
who lost their houses and family members with serious depressive disorder symptoms.
We need 10 more Cantonese to Japanese interpreter to join for the next 3-5 teams
including for supporting on the Post-Crisis Counselor Training for more than 40 local
volunteers in Fukushima. We are appealing for the funding of HKD200 thousands for
this meaningful project in order to save life from the suicidal incidents caused by 4
different disasters happened in Fukushima since March 2011. (Fukushima team 23
photo below)

Client’s View – Hong Kong Blind Orchestra
“I was so touched when I know an orchestra
was setup in Hong Kong in order to build a
music career path for the visually impaired
people in Hong Kong.” said Mr. Chang Siu Lung
Johnny, the fully blind trombone student of
the Hong Kong Blind Orchestra (HKBO) who
joined HKBO in October 2016 and got graded
3 of the Association Board of Royal School of
Music by learning Trombone in HKBO for only 1.5 years.
Although, maybe you heard that the visually impaired person can do many things like
the normal people. But there’re a few opportunities for them to have career path
development program like HKBO. Thus, in Hong Kong, over 90% of the visually impaired
person can only became a massager to support their living even they don’t like to do
massage. Especially, not many chances for them in the market to develop music
career systematically but most of them are having talent on music instruments.

A Research study by the Institute of Education in London (2010) proved that visually
impaired person has 4000 times likely perfect pitch than normal and 48% more
interesting to learn music instrument compared with normal. For that reason, PCCN
established HKBO as a local SEN service to develop the most exclusive path for them
to step on to the music professional career. We are encouraging more and more
funding body or private enterprise to support in order to make it better. In the past 3
years, PCCN spent almost HKD170 thousands per year on the music instrument
donation, venue renting and volunteer tutor hiring for 60+ visually impaired person to
archive their dream. Unfortunately, only HKD50 thousands funding support received
for the supporting on the above. We thank the Budish Youth Association which
donated HKD167 thousands for the purchasing the large instruments for HKBO. In fact,
we still fundraising for 170 thousand urgently for the year of 2020. In a long-run, we
hope we could develop a Hong Kong school of music for blind. Donation support is
always welcome for HKBO.
Wishing you a Happy and Meaningful Year of 2010!

Timothy To
Executive Director (Voluntary)- PCCN
Music Director (Voluntary) - HKBO
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PCCN 2020-2021 yearly Budget for Serving

Emergency Relief Team: HKD800,000Local Services: HKD200,000HKBO: HKD170,000Reserved fund: HKD500,000-

Heal the world, to make it a better place?
please don’t hesitate to support us by
1. Fill out the monthly autopay donation form
2. Fill out the monthly / one-off Credit Card donation form
3. Send cheque payable to “Post Crisis Counseling Network Ltd.”
4. Cash: transfer to HSBC account in Hong Kong (Bank code :004) 168-813848-838
Mailing address: 1107 Kwai Cheong Centre, 50 Kwai Cheong Road, Kwai Chung,
N.T.

Thank you again for your contribution to
PCCN

We wish you a peaceful and Happiness
Year of 2020!

